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What to do with the chiefs? Revisiting the historical shifts and
continuities of rural land administration and tenure systems in
the former Transkei of the Eastern Cape, South Africa
Tanja Winkler

School of Architecture, Planning and Geomatics, University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa

ABSTRACT
At least seventeen million South Africans live on ‘communal’ landholdings
that are held in trust by the state under the custodianship of traditional
leaders. Yet, traditional leaders’ land administration powers are
undetermined, thereby impeding planning efforts and infrastructure
provisions in South Africa’s rural regions. The aim of this article is to
revisit the historical shifts and continuities pertaining to rural land
administration and tenure systems during successive regimes by
focusing on ‘communal’ landholdings in the former Transkei. In so
doing it becomes clear how rural regions remain victims of colonial and
apartheid land laws despite a quarter of a century of policy redress.
Arguably, until decisive answers are established regarding traditional
leaders’ land administration powers, residents will continue to live
without municipal services and economic opportunities. Similar realities
are also found across sub-Saharan Africa. Lessons from the former
Transkei might then be relevant elsewhere despite situated differences.

KEYWORDS
Tenure insecurity; land
reform; colonialism

Introduction

‘Since the first moment of colonial conquest, every regime has tussled with the question of what to
do with the chiefs’, as answers to this question concern rural land administration, spatial planning,
local economic development, amongst other governance affairs (Mager and Velelo 2018, 8). The
diverse chiefdoms located along the eastern frontier of the Cape Colony—in the present-day East-
ern Cape Province of South Africa—were the first targets of British colonial land dispossession. But
by the early twentieth century, when it became apparent that colonial control necessitated the sup-
port of traditional leaders, chiefs were treated with some degree of ambivalence until the late 1940s
when they were both elevated and restricted under apartheid laws (ibid.). So while some chiefs were
instrumental in struggles against colonialism and apartheid, others became complicit collaborators
of the apartheid state (Ainslie and Kepe 2016). And by the late 1980s, when the apartheid regime
was struggling to maintain its segregationist policies, many chiefs united under the Congress of Tra-
ditional Leaders (Contralesa) in order to secure their legitimacy in a post-apartheid South Africa.
Key activists within the ruling African National Congress (ANC) assumed that chieftaincies would
not survive in a democratic context (Oomen 2005). But they did, despite the fact that traditional
leaders do not draw power from the ballot box.

At least seventeen million South Africans live on ‘communal’ landholdings that are held in trust
by the state under the custodianship of approximately eight-hundred traditional leaders and their
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associated councils (Oomen 2005). This situation is a remnant of the 1936 Native Trust and Land
Act that sought to replace former chiefdoms with ‘native reserves’ for the purpose of ‘controlling’
rural residents. Yet while this Act was repealed in 1991, policy directives concerning traditional lea-
ders’ land administration functions and powers remain elusive, even if institutions of traditional
authorities are recognized in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (RSA 1996). A
lack of clarity over who, precisely, controls ‘communal’ landholdings is impeding planning
efforts and infrastructure provisions in South Africa’s rural regions, while residents continue to
live with insecure tenure rights and negligible economic development opportunities. Argued differ-
ently, without clarity on tenure arrangements and land administration powers it is ‘hard—if not
impossible—to deliver [municipal] services’ (van der Molen 2002, 367). Unresolved functions
and powers are also creating innumerable tensions between local government officials and tra-
ditional leaders, because ‘“communal” land continues to be subdivided and allocated for housing
by traditional leaders without formal planning approval, and these subdivisions are not registered
or surveyed’ (interview, planning director, Ingquza Hill Local Municipality, 18 February 2019). Of
further concern, ‘the rapid residential densification of “communal” land is resulting in a loss of pro-
ductive agricultural land. But our hands, as municipal officials, are tied, because the legislation does
not provide us with guidance on how to intervene on “communal” land’ (ibid.).

For clarity, traditional leaders include kings, queens, chiefs (who are often descendants from
royal families) and headmen (who are commoners), while traditional councils and authorities
encompass an hierarchical composition of leaders within spatially defined areas. Demarcated ter-
ritories were established under colonial and apartheid rule. Some align with precolonial kingdoms
or chiefdoms, but many do not, since precolonial kingdoms and chiefdoms were often fluid in
nature (Hammond-Tooke 1968).

The South African scholar of public law, Tom Bennett (2004; 2009), is critical of the ongoing use
of terms such as ‘communal land’ and ‘communal tenure’ in the legislation, because these terms are
colonial imports akin with British common law practices.1 As such, they negate rural residents’
tenure practices that are grounded in aspects of African indigenous land laws, and that survived
the insidious land laws passed under colonialism and apartheid. While I support Bennett’s criti-
cism—as it fails to unshackle us fromWestern conceptualisations of land ownership—for analytical
purposes alone, I will continue to use these terms as they refer to a specific type of landholding that
is held in trust by the state under the custodianship of traditional leaders. But, I do so by placing
these terms in inverted commas to signify their problematic nature. Of particular noteworthiness,
neither traditional leaders nor residents officially own the land.2 Residents of ‘communal’ landhold-
ings are thus subjected to insecure tenure rights—despite the recognition of their de facto usufruct
rights—and this insecurity results in their exclusion from participating in the management of ‘com-
munal’ landholdings (Ntsebeza 2005). Post-apartheid land reforms have attempted to correct this
exclusion, but the adoption of a plural legal regime undermines policy directives for inclusion, while
creating confusion and passivity over spatial planning and land administration responsibilities (van
der Molen 2002). Similar experiences are also found in other countries across Africa, as discussed
later.

Ideally, land policies should align with spatial planning and land-use management mechanisms
for the purpose of implementing engineering and social services. This alignment is tenuous in the
South African context, resulting in ineffective planning and service provision outcomes. Many rural
residents have therefore lost confidence in democratic state structures and are opting, instead, to
(re)align themselves with traditional leaders. A national survey conducted in 1995 revealed that
fifty percent of South Africans supported institutions of traditional leadership (van Kessel and
Oomen 1997). My initial research findings suggest that this figure has increased since 1995 (Wink-
ler 2019). Still, it might be unwise to assume that the resurgence of traditional authority is predi-
cated on binary epistemologies between ‘modern urban democrats’ and ‘traditional rural
autocrats’. Rather, as argued by Ainslie and Kepe (2016), this resurgence is, in part, situated within
the realpolitik of ever-shifting alliances (as demonstrated, for example, by the establishment of
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Contralesa in the late 1980s), as well as within identity politics that include impassioned calls for the
return of stolen land to African ownership.

Despite, or precisely because of, a demonstrable resurgence of traditional authority in South
Africa, land-rights activists are feverishly campaigning for the transfer of all land administration
functions and powers to democratically elected institutions (Claassens 2008; Kepe and Hall 2018;
Ntsebeza 2005; Walker 2005). For these activists, chieftaincies are inherently undemocratic, and
devolving powers to unelected authorities deprecates South Africa’s long struggle for democracy,
while depriving rural residents from choosing their own leaders. Furthermore, traditional leaders’
association with the apartheid system, and its legacy of corrupt land administration, prompts acti-
vists to question their continued legitimacy. Yet, as a consequence of dysfunctional democratic
structures in rural regions, traditional leaders continue to perform land administration functions
even if they are not legally mandated or supported to do so. How then did we arrive at this rural
land administration impasse that is impeding spatial planning efforts, local economic development,
poverty alleviation and infrastructure provisions in South Africa’s rural regions? This impasse is
most acute in the Eastern Cape, and in particular in the former Transkei. After the establishment
of democracy in 1994, the apartheid era ‘homelands’ or Bantustans—that included the Transkei of
the present-day Eastern Cape—were integrated into the overall governance system of South Africa.
Nevertheless, research participants continue to refer to the rural districts of the Easter Cape as the
former Transkei. Throughout this article, I make use of their nomenclature.

A study conducted by planning consultants in 1980 estimated that 80 percent of the total land
mass of the Transkei comprised ‘communal’ landholdings (Hawkins & Associates 1980). This figure
remains unaltered even if the former Transkei currently comprises portions of five District Muni-
cipalities that straddle the apartheid boundaries of the former ‘homeland’ and the then Republic of
South Africa. District Municipalities are further divided into Local Municipalities that bear respon-
sibility for spatial planning, development and the provision of municipal services. However, muni-
cipalities are hampered by a negligible tax base, because ‘“communal” land is free of municipal rates
and taxes’ (interview, planning director, Ingquza Hill Local Municipality, 18 February 2019). Muni-
cipalities rely, almost exclusively, on national and provincial government disbursements in order to
implement engineering and social services (ibid.). Furthermore, ‘the former Transkei remains a vic-
tim of colonial and apartheid land laws, despite post-apartheid land reforms’ (interview, senior
planning official, Chris Hani District Municipality, 7 March 2019).

A history of colonial conquest, violent land expropriation, ‘betterment planning’ and segrega-
tionist land laws has left indelible marks on the former Transkei. In order to begin to redress
this legacy, we, arguably, first need to understand why the former Transkei remains a victim of colo-
nial and apartheid land laws—and how we arrived at a land administration impasse—before enga-
ging in discussions on how to plan in rural regions. A follow-up study on why policies and land laws
were shaped as they were—and why certain aspects from the colonial and apartheid past survived—
is currently underway. However, for this article, the overarching aim is to revisit the historical shifts
and continuities pertaining to rural land administration and tenure systems during successive
regimes by focusing on ‘communal’ landholdings in the former Transkei. In all of these land admin-
istration stories, questions concerning traditional leaders continue to surface. Five sections of this
article are devoted to tracing this history. Before doing so, contemporary land reform policies across
sub-Saharan Africa are discussed for the purpose of not only contextualizing debates, but also to
highlight similar land-related experiences in other African regions as those found in my case
study. Lessons from the former Transkei might then be relevant elsewhere despite situated differ-
ences that are equally shaped by long histories of colonialism.

Research finding presented in this article are based on a pilot study that took place between
January and July 2019. Accordingly, I focused predominantly on collecting insights from directors
and senior planning officials of departments at District and Local Municipalities, as well as insights
from local planning consultants. In much of the literature, the voices of professional planners are
noticeably absent, and my research aims to address this absence. Nine in-depth and face-to-face
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interviews were conducted. Findings are supplemented by archival records and a review of
the literature.

Contextualizing land reform in Africa

Land reform across sub-Saharan Africa is often conceptualized from polarized epistemic stand-
points: ‘collectivization’ versus ‘individualization’. Thus, for some scholars, land policies ought to
be embedded within social networks for the purpose of enabling collective ownership and rights-
based concerns, whereas others espouse neoclassical economic preferences for individual property
rights despite the fact that there is now sufficient evidence to demonstrate that individual titling
often fails to secure joint or secondary rights (including rural women’s land rights), that accompa-
nying title registrations increase costs beyond rural residents’ means, and that ‘individualization’
undermines subsistence livelihood strategies (Deininger et al. 2008; Obeng-Odoom 2012; Pritchard
2013). Regardless, the latter standpoint continues to view land solely as a commodity that can be
traded or used as collateral for the purpose of advancing economic growth while alleviating poverty
(De Soto 2000, 5). By contrast, advocates for ‘collectivization’ dismiss individual titling as an appro-
priate resolution to complex tenure practices found on ‘communal’ landholdings across Africa, and
are, instead, calling for land laws that are distinct from Western-legal forms of ‘individualization’
(Alden Wily 2008; Amanor 2001; Bennett 2009). For this group of scholars, collective ownership
and decision-making powers remain practical, affordable and adaptive through consensus and
practices that are more akin with precolonial land laws. Here too we find arguments for the exclu-
sive usufruct rights of households to their homesteads within ‘communal’ landholdings (Alden
Wily 2018).

In the wake of these conflicting rationalities, countries across Africa have experienced waves of
land reforms since the mid-1990s that recognize both ‘communal’ landholders’ rights and absolute
ownership through formal land registration (Simbizi, Bennett, and Zevenbergen 2014). Plural legal
regimes have thus become the norm (AldenWily 2018; Deininger et al. 2008; Obeng-Odoom 2012).
For example, Kenya’s 2016 Community Land Actmakes provision for state-administered trust lands
to be converted into ‘community lands’ that can be registered as either private- or group-owned
properties and that can be sold to investors, whether foreign or domestic, should owners choose
to do so (Alden Wily 2018). Rural communities are thus empowered to convert part or all of
their landholdings into freehold properties with the proviso that 75 percent of community members
agree to this conversion (ibid.). Similarly, Mozambique’s 1997 National Land Act recognizes ‘com-
munal’ land rights alongside investor-friendly land licensing mechanisms, while land reforms in
Benin, Burkina Faso, Southern Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda enable rural communities to legally
secure their un-farmed ‘communal’ landholdings while simultaneously promoting market-led
agrarian reforms mechanisms as the most feasible conduit for economic growth (Alden Wily
2012). But, legal plurality is also creating uncertainties over who, precisely, controls and has admin-
istrative responsibility over ‘communal’ landholdings—which, according to Alden Wily’s (2018)
estimates, comprise as much as 78 percent of Africa’s total land mass. Thus, in Ghana, for example,
the National Constitution of 1992 confers custodial rights over ‘communal’ landholdings to tra-
ditional leaders without clarifying the meaning and function of these rights (Kasanga 2003;
Obeng-Odoom 2012). Similar rights with undefined directives exist in Uganda and South Africa
(Mugambwa 2007). Furthermore, legal ‘collectivization’ procedures tend to be weak in most con-
texts, and the necessary state support of localized institutions to facilitate ‘collectivization’ is often
non-existent (Alden Wily 2012). Tanzania’s devolution of land administration functions and regu-
latory powers to the village level remains one of the only examples of localized state support on the
continent (Alden Wily 2018). Elsewhere, policy ambivalence and uncertainties serve only to
entrench partial, if not contradictory, land reform strategies (Alden Wily 2012). Additionally,
hardly any of the countries across the continent that promulgated new land laws have succeeded
in rolling out effective and affordable systems of land administration in rural regions, thereby
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casting doubts over ‘the technical, institutional and political feasibility of such reforms’ (Deininger
et al. 2008, 1787). Rural residents continue to be excluded from public decision making processes,
while ‘communal’ land remains vulnerable to free-market forces (AldenWily 2012). And, as argued
by Peters and Kambewa (2007), in contexts with poorly defined institutional functions, evidence
exists of traditional authorities’ abuse of power by selling or leasing potions of ‘communal’ land
without formal rights to do so, and without residents’ consent. Such abuses are further enabled
by centrally controlled land administration functions that have become vulnerable to patronage,
clientelism and administrative inertia (Obeng-Odoom 2012). Arguably, plural legal regimes—
coupled with opaque land administration responsibilities—are eroding the presumed advantages
of both ‘collectivization’ and ‘individualization’, since ‘collectivization’ continues to be inadequately
conceptualized and supported via statutory laws, while ‘individualization’ tends to benefit only the
political elite and private capital (Xaba 2019). In sum, legal plurality tends to promote confusion
over land administration responsibilities, inhibit planning efforts, advance corruption and land
grabs, devastate subsistent livelihood strategies, and fuel land-related conflicts (Deininger et al.
2008). These realities—that originated during colonialism—are equally present in the South African
context, as later discussions reveal.

Precolonial land administration and tenure systems

Scholars of African indigenous land laws demonstrate how precolonial tenure systems confer sub-
stantive rights to both individuals and groups (Alden Wily 2008; Bennett 2004; Meinzen-Dick and
Mwangi 2009). In so doing, they debunk long-established misconceptions that land ‘ownership’ is
automatically collective or held in trust by the chiefs. Arriving at this conclusion necessitates redir-
ecting our inquiries from whether African social systems recognize institutions of ‘ownership’ to
exploring themeaning of property in African onto-epistemologies by asking: what constitutes prop-
erty in land in African socio-political systems? For Okoth-Ogendo (2008), this meaning is derived
not only from how individuals or groups relate to a physical place, but also from how individuals
relate to others. What this decolonized meaning of property then establishes is not a property right
over a specific parcel of land, but rather a set of reciprocal rights and obligations that are enabled via
a continuous performance. And it is this continuous performance of reciprocal and obligatory rights
that determines who may have access to land, and who manages associated land resources. A con-
ceptual distinction is thus drawn between the manner in which access to land is obtained, and the
manner in which land resources are administered (Alden Wily 2008; Cousins 2007).

‘Access to land is essentially a function of membership in the family, clan, lineage or wider com-
munity, and it is available to any individual on account of that membership’ (Okoth-Ogendo 2008,
100). Membership-based rights are maintained through active participation in the socio-political,
economic and spatial production of the community as a whole. And since individuals and groups
engage in a range of production activities, they ‘simultaneously hold a bundle of access rights’ that
are embedded and overlapping in nature (Okoth-Ogendo 2008, 100). Control over land adminis-
tration, on the other hand, is typically vested in the political authority of the wider community
(Cousins 2007). This authority is segmented both vertically and horizontally in that individual
households have control over cultivation and residential land-use, while chiefs, in consultation
with residents, administer lands for territorial expansion, defence mechanisms, grazing, hunting
and other socio-economic activities. Above all else, indigenous models of land administration
are purposefully designed to secure individuals’ tenure rights by virtue of their communal member-
ship (AldenWily 2008). However, and importantly, ‘no person or group has the exclusive dominion
over access to, and control over, land’, thereby challenging Western logics of absolute ownership
and residents’ exclusion from land administration (Okoth-Ogendo 2008, 101). Similar models of
land administration and tenure security existed in the precolonial era of the former Transkei
(Hammond-Tooke 1968). But the idea of a continuous performance of reciprocal and obligatory
rights, coupled with embedded and overlapping individual and group rights, was inconceivable to
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the colonial government when it began its violent process of land dispossession during the
nineteenth century.

Land administration during the colonial era

A mix of laissez-faire imperialism, liberal economic policies and assimilation ideologies—known as
the Cape Liberal ideal—became the adopted approach of governing the Cape Colony during the
first seven decades of the nineteenth century (Allsobrook and Boisen 2017). This ideal served to
abolish slavery in 1834, extend franchise rights to a small minority of ‘qualified’ African men,3

plant Christian missionaries beyond the eastern frontier, and facilitate the immigration of European
settlers to frontier territories. The Cape Liberal ideal also subscribed to ‘direct rule’ land policies that
stripped chiefs of their land administration powers (Mager and Velelo 2018). But by the end of the
hundred-year Frontier Wars in 1879, concerns of what to do with the chiefs rose as commitments to
‘direct rule’ weakened. An alternative system of governance was then pursued, namely a hybrid sys-
tem of ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ rule. ‘Indirect rule’ was perceived as a mode of imperialism-on-the-
cheap, since it incorporated state-appointed traditional leaders to administer rural landholdings
that were held in trust by the colonial government (Delius 2008). Imperialism-on-the-cheap also
sowed the initial seeds of patronage and clientelism, since chiefs were paid by the colonial govern-
ment to control their ‘subjects’ (Mamdani [1996] 2018).

Yet, in the remote rural areas of the then Transkeian Territories, many communities continued
to regulate their own affairs in accordance with their own land laws. Here, the role of the chief
remained intact, while land administration and tenure systems continued to resemble aspects of
precolonial practices. Nevertheless, with the passing of the Natives Locations and Commonage
Act and the Glen Grey Act in 1879 and 1894 respectively, emphasis was placed on transforming
rural settlement patterns into ‘organised’ and spatially ‘acceptable’ villages where nuclear families
would live on subdivided residential plots with annually renewable quitrent titles. Quitrent villages
were laid-out along compact grids surrounded by fields for cultivation and gazing. And although
this Western planning logic failed to respond to indigenous land laws, by the late 1800s a total
of 26,594 quitrent titles were registered with the Surveyor General’s Office in all the districts of
the Transkeian Territories (Wotshela 2018). Many more applications were, however, never pro-
cessed, because quitrent title deeds were only issued after land surveying costs were paid (Cousins
2007). The bulk of the remaining land within the Transkeian Territorieswas classified as ‘communal
tenure’ under the 1879 Act, while white magistrates, with the support of paid traditional leaders,
continued to administer ‘communal’ landholdings.

Desires for a uniform system of ‘native’ land administration

The amalgamation, in 1910, of the former Cape and Natal colonies with the Boer Republics of the
Free State and the Transvaal established the physical and political boundaries of present-day South
Africa. This unified state was predicated upon desires for a common ‘native land’ policy that found
expression in the 1913 Land and the 1936 Native Trust and Land Acts (Allsobrook and Boisen
2017). The 1913 Act established ‘native reserves’ in rural regions that were restricted to ‘African
occupation’, while the 1936 Act established the South African Native Trust (SANT) which turned
the ‘reserves’ into state-controlled trust land where residents were permitted to lease land, and
where chiefs were excluded from land administration roles (Du Plessis 2011). Residents thus
became trust tenants on ‘communal’ land, since freehold and quitrent rights were denied in con-
formity with the 1936 Act (Claassens 2008). All trust tenants were also subject to the Native Admin-
istration Act of 1927 which, together with the 1936 Act, empowered officials in the Native Affairs
Department (NAD) to adopted more forthright approaches of managing, controlling and re-plan-
ning the ‘native reserves’ by doggedly enforcing Proclamations 31 and 264 of 1939. These procla-
mations contained the initial principles of ‘betterment planning’ that were inspired by quitrent
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village models and that equally necessitated the spatial separation of centralized residential villages
from arable and grazing lands (Wotshela 2018). NAD officials were granted extensive powers not
only to allot and determine the size of arable and residential properties, but to deny residents access
to land and to fine tenants for planning infringements (De Wet 1989).

This newly established ‘land trust system’ severely limited tenants’ security of tenure, while tra-
ditional leaders became embroiled in land administration processes that were almost exclusively
controlled by white commissioners, magistrates and NAD officials (Delius 2008). One might
imagine that this highly authoritarian interpretation of chiefly power and ‘customary law’—with
its top-down, coerced and distorted perceptions of indigenous land laws—would effectively sever
any support for the Union’s appointed chiefs, whose role was a mere land supervision function.
But it did not. Instead, the role of the chief remained central to many rural residents’ resistance
to imposed planning laws (Wotshela 2018). But since traditional leaders were paid by the state
to supervise residents, they straddled contradictory positions with conflicting demands
(Hammond-Tooke 1968). Consequently, during the mid-1940s popular rejections of betterment
planning escalated into a series of rural mobilizations that were directed at the state and not at
traditional leaders (van Kessel and Oomen 1997).

Rural land administration during the apartheid regime

Regardless of residents’ vehement objections to betterment planning, after the National Party took
office in 1948, Proclamations 116 of 1949 and R188 of 1969 were promulgated. The 1949 proclama-
tion enforced extensive betterment planning throughout trust landholdings, while the 1969 procla-
mation imposed a ‘one-man-one-plot’ condition and restricted plot sizes to no more than one
hectare (Wotshela 2018). Proclamation R188 also systematically eliminated quitrent rights by repla-
cing these with conditional land access and use rights via the issuing of Permission to Occupy
(PTO) certificates (Cousins 2007). The South African Native Trust (SANT) was promptly renamed
the South African Development Trust (SADT), as too were the ‘native reserves’ renamed ‘bantu
areas’ in accordance with the apartheid regime’s vocabulary. This regime also implemented a com-
prehensive programme of rapid and violent land resettlement to the ‘bantu areas’, in addition to
implementing policies of ‘re-tribalization’ under chiefly authority (Ntsebeza 2005). ‘Re-tribaliza-
tion’ under tribal authorities was deemed to be a cheaper means of land administration than the
‘direct rule’ directives under Union. To this end, many more chiefs were appointed by the state
than had previously existed, while the stipend paid to chiefs was increased (Claassens 2008; Delius
2008). Chiefs who rejected this new dispensation were simply replaced by others who were more
willing to conform to the apartheid government’s manipulation of traditional practices and land
administration (van Kessel and Oomen 1997).4

From the Nationalist government’s standpoint, the instillation of chieftainships in the ‘bantu
areas’ paved the way for institutionalized racism (Allsobrook and Boisen 2017). This was accom-
plished via the enactment of the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951 and the Bantu Self-Government
Act of 1959 that jointly served not only to strengthen the ‘tribal authority system’, but also to con-
vert the ‘bantu areas’ into four ‘independent homelands’ or Bantustans (Transkei, Ciskei,
Bophuthatswana and Venda), and six ‘self-governing’ territories (KwaNdebele, QwaQwa, Gazan-
kulu, Lebowa, KwaZulu-Natal and KaNgwane) that, nevertheless, remained state-controlled trust
landholdings under SADT (Du Plessis 2011). The 1951 Bantu Authorities Act, however, neither
conferred land ownership rights to the chiefs, nor did it grant chiefs exclusive power over land allo-
cations. Rather, it merely defined a tribal authority’s area of political jurisdiction, while granting
chiefs some land administration functions. Magistrates and officials in the Bantu Affairs Depart-
ment (BAD) retained control over planning, development and land-use activities. Regardless,
many chiefs interpreted the land administration functions set-out in the 1951 Act as their right
to allocate land directly to residents by bypassing magistrates and BAD officials (Ntsebeza 2005).
As a result, many residents never received formal PTO certificates; and in many cases, chiefs
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required land allocation fees that they were not entitled to in accordance with the law. The apartheid
state was seemingly willing to overlook levels of maladministration and corruption for the purpose
of maintaining their control over rural residents via chiefly support (Claassens 2008). By the 1970s,
maladministration and corruption became pervasive in the Transkei, and by the mid-1980s, a
younger generation of activists were calling for the abolishment of tribal authorities (UDF 1986).
Land administration, and in particular control over land allocation, was central to their struggles
(Ntsebeza 2005).

In response, and when it became apparent that the apartheid state would be defeated in the late
1980s, many chiefs reoriented themselves towards the African National Congress (ANC).5 At the
same time, the Congress of Traditional Leaders of South Africa (Contralesa) was launched with
the support of the ANC, despite the fact that leading ANC figures assumed that chieftaincies
would be rendered irrelevant once democracy was established (Oomen 2005). And once Chief Pha-
tekile Holomisa, of the AmaGebe in the Eastern Cape, became Contralesa’s president, he success-
fully turned a period of uncertainty to traditional leaders’ political advantage by couching
Contralesa’s mandate in a liberation discourse: ‘to unite all traditional leaders and to school
them in the politics of liberation; and to contribute to the struggle for a democratic South Africa’
(Holomisa 2004, 114).

Post-apartheid land administration qualms

The ANC-led government adopted, at first, an enigmatic attitude towards traditional authorities.
On the one hand, it implemented legislation that deliberately side-lined traditional leaders’ invol-
vement in land administration. On the other hand, it hoped to appease traditional leaders by recog-
nizing their institutions in the Constitution, and by establishing, in 1997, a National Council of
Traditional Leaders that was renamed the National House of Traditional Leaders a year later.
The state also embarked on an ambitious programme of reintegrating the ‘homelands’ and ‘self-
governing territories’ into the overall governance system by implementing municipal structures
across the entire country, including in ‘rural areas where municipalities never existed’ (Ntsebeza
2004, 78). For the newly elected democratic state, municipalities would serve not only to redress
the entrenched urban-rural divisions established under colonialism, Union and apartheid, but
also to facilitate integrated approaches to spatial planning and infrastructure provision. Rural
regions in the Eastern Cape were thus amalgamated under District Municipalities, which were
further divided into Local Municipalities. Yet, despite policy directives that unified and integrated
the county’s system of governance, post-apartheid South Africa, like many other countries across
Africa, adopted a plural legal system that, ironically, continues to perpetuate bifurcated modes of
rule. Still, and in accordance with the state’s steadfast commitment to representative democracy,
all local authorities compromised elected municipal and ward councillors for the explicit purpose
of undoing the apartheid legacy of concentrating land administration in traditional authorities
(ibid.). Elected councillors were supposedly tasked with rural land administration functions.
They were also supposed to assist municipalities in fulfilling their ‘developmental’ and ‘participa-
tory’ mandates by involving residents in local land administration and planning activities.

These commitments were expressed in the 1997 White Paper on South African Land Policy that
sought, amongst other things, to rectify tenure insecurity in the former Bantustans. It thus recog-
nized residents’ de facto usufruct rights on ‘communal’ landholdings (RSA 1997).6 It also estab-
lished a conceptual distinction between ‘ownership’ and ‘land administration’ in rural areas: a
distinction that was blurred during the colonial, Union and apartheid eras but that mimicked
aspects of African indigenous land laws where a continuous performance of reciprocal and obliga-
tory rights determined who had access to land. And by distinguishing between ownership and land
administration, the 1997 White Paper was able to recommend the transfer of state-controlled trust
land to communities or individuals, while allowing residents living on ‘communal’ land to choose a
system of land administration most suited to their needs. However, Contralesa rejected many of
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these salient directives. In particular, it rejected the idea of transferring state-controlled trust land to
communities or individuals.

Our advice to government is that legal title to ‘communal’ land should be in the name of the relevant tra-
ditional authority.7 Failing to do so would further erode the ties [between] our land, our people, and to
our ancestors who bequeathed the land to us. The institution of traditional leadership is inextricably inter-
twined with the land. (Holomisa 2004, 115)

Holomisa’s sentiments concerning the inextricable connection between traditional authorities
and rural landholdings are reiterated by Phago and Netswera (2011) and Shabangu and Khalo
(2008) who go on to argue that traditional leaders perform similar duties and functions as those
prescribed for elected councillors in the Constitution, thereby creating a duplication of functions.
Their arguments are corroborated by a research participant who confirms that ‘traditional leaders
continue to allocate and manage land regardless of legal directives’ (interview, retired official, 8
March 2019). Diminished powers associated with the 1997 White Paper served only to unite tra-
ditional leaders in their call to abolish local municipalities in the former Bantustans, and to replace
these structures with traditional councils (Holomisa 2004).

Fearing Contralesa’s growing disquiet, the state hastily drafted, in 1998, a White Paper on Local
Government that identified ‘traditional authorities as being closest to the people’ in rural settings
(RSA 1998: Section 4.3). In addition to requiring all municipalities to produce Integrated Develop-
ment Plans (IDPs), thisWhite Paper also recommended that traditional leaders assist municipalities
in future planning interventions on ‘communal’ landholdings (Shabangu and Khalo 2008). But it
failed to stipulate what this assistance might entail, or what traditional leaders’ land-related respon-
sibilities are. Traditional leaders thus continued to pursue the abolishment of local municipalities,
which, in turn, would necessitate amendments to the Constitution. And while such amendments
did not materialize, when Thoko Didiza replaced Derek Hanekom as Minister of Land Affairs,
she erred on the side of expediency by supporting traditional structures, for such structures, she
maintained (as her colonial and apartheid predecessors maintained) would ‘reduce costs to the gov-
ernment’ (Didiza, cited in Walker 2005, 311). To be clear, Didiza favoured a law that transferred
state-controlled trust land to traditional authorities (Cousins 2007).8 Expediency, in turn, resulted
in the promulgation of the Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework Act in 2003 (RSA
2003) and the Communal Land Rights Act in 2004 (RSA 2004).

The Traditional Leadership Act is supposed to resolve the hiatus in the Constitution with respect
to traditional leaders’ land administration functions and powers. But instead of doing so, it merely
resurrects the discredited ‘tribal’ boundaries created by the 1951 Bantu Authorities Act, since it
superimposes contemporary traditional councils over the apartheid-manipulated map (Claassens
2008). This Act is also mute about localized state support for devolved land administration func-
tions, as is the case in Tanzania. Above all else, many of the laws governing the allocation of
land in the former Transkei have not been repealed (Ntsebeza 2004).9 Proclamations 31 and 264
of 1939, and Proclamations 116 of 1949 and R188 of 1969 are still in force, even if ‘land adminis-
tration—via the use of magistrates—was officially stopped by the government in 1996’ (interview,
consultant, 15 July 2019). District and Local municipal officials therefore use, with minor adjust-
ments, Union and apartheid era planning procedures; and elected councillors’ powers to administer
land—as envisaged in the 1997White Paper—seem forgotten by all, including by elected councillors
themselves (ibid.). Additionally, areas under the jurisdiction of traditional councils in the former
Transkei hardly ever align with established municipal boundaries (interview, retired official, 8
March 2019). Chiefs are thus obliged to navigate the planning, infrastructure provision and budget-
ary priorities of multiple local municipalities, while ward councillors need to confer with different
traditional authorities over service delivery and development proposals (interviews, officials, 8, 9
March 2019). Finally, contentious land ownership issues remain unresolved (Oomen 2005).

The Communal Land Rights Act was conceptualized as a means to address land ownership issues.
However, in 2010, it was declared unconstitutional on a procedural technicality, while its land
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ownership ‘resolutions’ encompassed little more than an uncritical subscription to Western land
titling approaches (Pienaar 2009). Of greater concern, this subscription found its way into the
Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act (SPLUMA) (RSA 2013) and its accompanying
regulations (RSA 2015). So while SPLUMA espouses laudable principles of inclusionary planning,
equity and socio-spatial justice, at its core it assumes a taken-for-granted norm that land is owned
(whether by an individual or by a group), and that land is bounded.

The first two questions of any planning application are: who owns the land? And, where are the boundaries?
Well, on ‘communal’ land there aren’t any answers to these two questions. So, you can’t make a planning
application if you’re on ‘communal’ land. SPLUMA simply excludes ‘communal’ land rights holders, and it
completely ignores long-established tenure practices. (Interview, consultant, 15 March 2019)

The idea of absolute ownership is at variance with existing tenure practices on ‘communal’ land-
holdings that continue to resemble aspects of African indigenous land laws (Du Plessis 2011). Scho-
lars convincingly argue that individualization is not a prerequisite for tenure security, and that
tenure security is often obtained via functional community structures (Alden Wily 2008; Cousins
2007; Pienaar 2009). SPLUMA precludes any acknowledgement of, or means to address, ongoing
tenure insecurity. It also precludes discussions concerning rural land administration. Instead, Regu-
lation 19 of SPLUMA (RSA 2015) recommends that traditional councils enter into ‘a service level
agreement with local municipalities’ for the purpose of ‘outsourcing some planning functions to tra-
ditional councils’. But SPLUMA’s regulations refrain from explicitly stating which functions may be
outsourced. And since traditional councils are deliberately excluded from planning and land-use
management decisions in accordance with the Constitution (RSA 1996) and the SPLUMA regu-
lations (RSA 2015), one might assume that the only functions that may be outsourced are public
engagement functions. To corroborate this claim, research participants confirm that: ‘traditional
authorities are excluded from municipal planning tribunals in accordance with the law’ (focus
group interview, Elundini Local Municipality, 8 March 2019).

Furthermore, ward councillors are already tasked with public engagement functions, thereby
creating further duplications of functions and ‘a state of utter confusion’ (interview, director,
Ingquza Hill Local Municipality, 18 February 2019). As a result, ‘traditional leaders don’t trust
municipal planners. And since they were excluded from participating in [the formalization of]
SPLUMA, they have rejected it’ (interview, senior official, OR Tambo District Municipality, 7
March 2019; see also Chauke 2016). The contradictions and confusions found in the legislation cre-
ate untenable situations in which officials, elected councillors and traditional leaders are constantly
embroiled in conflicts over who controls land administration and local development (interviews,
officials, consultant, 7, 8, 15 March 2019), while residents ‘have to endure the pain of living without
municipal services’ (interview, chief, 8 March 2019). To worsen matters, many elected ward coun-
cillors fail to fulfil their ‘developmental’ and ‘participatory’mandates, which culminates not only in
a loss of confidence in their abilities, but also in a wreaking of democracy in South Africa’s rural
regions. ‘People don’t trust the elected ward councillors, because they don’t deliver on promised
developments’ (interview, official, Ingquza Hill Local Municipality, 11 March 2019).

Planning officials are also often hamstrung by self-serving political directives at the expense of
coordinating proposed developments with established municipal plans. ‘Elected municipal council-
lors simply go ahead and make decisions without consulting our Integrated Development Plans
(IDPs)’ (interview, senior official, OR Tambo District Municipality, 7 March 2019), because they
‘want immediate action’ (interview, official, Ingquza Hill Local Municipality, 11 March 2019).
And since it seems as if ‘elected councillors are blinded by political ambition’ (interview, retired
official, 8 March 2019), when planners provide technical reasons for why certain interventions
might not be feasible, they are perceived as ‘frustrating the political administration of the munici-
pality’ (interview, director, Elundini Local Municipality, 7 March 2019).

Dysfunctional state structures, a negligible tax base to implement municipal services and local
development projects, and a ‘complete vacuum of land administration in the former Transkei’
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have strengthened traditional leaders’ positions, since they are ‘filling the state-created vacuum by
taking on greater land administration roles’ (interview, consultant, 15 March 2019). However:

Traditional leaders allocate land without consulting the municipality. But, there are no plans for water reti-
culation, sanitation, electricity, roads, schools or clinics; and once residents moved onto the land, they start
protesting for services. But we have not budgeted for services on that land in terms of our Integrated Devel-
opment Pans (IDPs). But this doesn’t matter. The political leadership of the municipality wants us to provide
services regardless of the IDP, so that the protests stop, and so that their political careers are not jeopardized.
(Interview, director, Chris Hani District Municipality, 7 March 2019)

Before drawing to a conclusion, it is important to note that in September 2018 the president of
South Africa appointed a panel of experts to advise the state on future land reform policies. This
panel released their 132-page advisory report in July 2019, which includes progressive recommen-
dations such as establishing mixed tenure models to accommodate a continuum of land rights and
multilevel ownership arrangements (RSA 2019). However, and disappointingly, recommendations
aimed at clarifying who has land administration powers and regulatory functions over ‘communal’
landholdings are noticeably absent from this report.

Conclusions

By revisiting the historical shifts and continuities pertaining to land administration and tenure sys-
tems in the former Transkei, it becomes clear how and why residents remain victims of colonial and
apartheid land laws (despite a quarter of a century of policy redress), and how we arrived at a land
administration impasse in the first place. Proclamations 31 and 264 of 1939, and Proclamations 116
of 1949 and R188 of 1969—which contain unchallenged subscriptions to land-use segregation and
restricted plot sizes—are still in force in the Eastern Cape, thereby negating opportunities to inte-
grate agricultural and residential activities in a more effective manner (as was the case during the
precolonial era). Furthermore, municipal structures remain upwardly accountable to, and finan-
cially dependent on, centralized state structures (as was the case during the colonial, Union and
apartheid eras). We also learn that by the time the ANC assumed power in 1994, land adminis-
tration in the former Transkei was already in a state of disarray due to decades of maladministra-
tion, corruption and ill-informed betterment planning practices.

So while the ANC-led state set-out to rectify this situation by establishing municipal structures
across the country, and by attempting to separate tenure concerns from land administration, demo-
cratic municipal structures are failing rural residents, while land administration the former Trans-
kei has, effectively, collapsed. Land allocation takes place on an ad hoc basis without legal security or
municipal oversight, and with negligible concern for natural resource protection. Reasons for dys-
functional rural structures are, to a significant degree, attributed to the fact that we are still tussling
with the question of what to do with the chiefs. Their land administration functions and powers—
vis-à-vis the functions and powers of elected councillors and planning officials—remain undeter-
mined, while the planning legislation and the 2019 presidential advisory report are devoid of any
guidance in this regard. This is not to suggest that traditional leaders should, or should not, be
awarded land administration functions and powers, but rather to stress that legal clarity is despe-
rately needed. Similar calls for clarity apply in other African contexts where legal plurality
and poorly defined institutional functions continue to undermine necessary land reforms and
planning interventions.

Findings from a follow-up study on why policies and land laws were shaped as they were—and
why certain aspects from the colonial and apartheid past survived—will add richness and nuance to
the discussions presented here.10 Nevertheless, perhaps the most valuable lesson learned from the
pilot study is the inextricable connection between spatial planning and land administration in rural
contexts. Rural land administration was officially halted by the South African state in 1996 without
repealing the legislation governing land allocations, without aligning municipal boundaries with the
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jurisdictional boundaries of traditional authorities, without addressing contentious land ownership
issues and, above all else, without establishing who has legal control and regulatory powers over
‘communal’ landholdings. A lack of clarity over who, precisely, controls ‘communal’ landholdings
is impeding planning efforts, infrastructure provisions, agricultural and other sector employment
opportunities, while residents continue to be excluded from public decision-making processes.
Arguably, until decisive answers are established regarding land administration powers and func-
tions, planning in the former Transkei will remain ineffective, dysfunctional and at the mercy of
self-serving political interests.

Notes

1. The history of South African law has a Roman-Dutch foundation. However, by the early 1800s, South African
common law was influenced by British common law practices (Bennett 2004).

2. It is important to note that this official understanding of ‘land ownership’ in the South African context per-
tains to a Western understanding despite the promulgation of post-apartheid land laws (Alden Wily 2008).

3. African men who qualified for the franchise were those who held property in land and buildings worth £25 or
more, as well as men who received an annual salary of £50 or more (Wotshela 2018).

4. Some chiefs’ refusal to collaborate with the state culminated in a series of rural revolts across South Africa
during the 1950s, including in Tembuland of the present-day Eastern Cape. Paramount Chief Sabata
Dalindyebo led this rebellion. Consequently, he was deposed by the Nationalist government and replaced
by his rival, chief Kaiser Mathanzima, who became the president of the Transkei in 1976 (van Kessel and
Oomen 1997).

5. Many chiefs were among the founding members of the ANC in 1912. But from 1948 onward, the ANC trans-
formed itself into a mass movement with a growing working-class base; and by the early 1960s, chiefs were no
longer perceived as instrumental to the liberation struggle, since the ANC maintained that the road to democ-
racy would be achieved via urban guerrilla activities and not rural rebellions (van Kessel and Oomen 1997).

6. The 1997 White Paper contains three overarching programmes for the purpose of redressing past land injus-
tices: land restitution; land redistribution; and tenure reform.

7. In 2000, the Nhlapo Commission was set-up by the state to investigate who among the many royal families
and traditional leaders might be considered legitimate as opposed to apartheid-manufactured leaders. The
Commission’s findings, which were published in 2010, were rejected by many traditional authorities, as
only seven of the twelve kingships investigated were deemed legitimate (Ainslie and Kepe 2016).

8. After a thirteen-year absence from the post, Thoko Didiza was reappointed as Minister of Agriculture, Land
Reform and Rural Development in 2019.

9. The South African Constitution stipulates that existing laws will remain in force until they are replaced by
appropriate legislation.

10. This follow-up study was scheduled to take place during 2020. However, due to COVID-19 restrictions, it is
suspended until research participants feel safe to once again engage in a project that aims to unearth nuanced
understandings between past and current policies and spatial consequences.
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